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Abstract: Basically, entropy is a measure of uncertainty, a mathematical equation in defining the
between certainty and unceltainty. Although the term has been around the world for a long time, there
still lack in literature for better understanding of its usefulness and applications. In this paper, we
mainly focus on the entropy by clarifying the real meaning of it in a simple and understandable
mathematical way from a communication field point of view. The entropy properties and rules will be
discussed in detail and we try to relate it with logarithm measure for a better understanding of entropy
scenario. Some usefulness and applications of entropy in various fields such as communication,
thermodynamic will be presenled. We conclude this paper and state some challenges in applying
cntropy measurement. Hopefully, it will bring a new and bettcr understanding of entropy not just to
researcher and mathematician, but also to otller related individual such as engineer and academician in
applying this powerfl11 measurement tool in their fic1d.
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L"lTRODUCTION

Entropy is an average measurement of uncertainty. The term was borrowed from thermodynamics area
which been used for measuring heat and perfectly applied in communication area and etc. The
communication pioneer of en .opy, Claude Shannon, in his paper, "A Mathematical Theory of
Communication", had discussed and related tlle entropy to every sort of communication items. Entropy
in the sense of communication is the average of information. It measures whether the information is
reliable or not based on the level of uncertainty PI.

For instant, an entropy H (S) that would express fue intuitive idea of the "average amount of
information" containcd in one symbol. The main observation about the entropy H (S) is that it depends
only on the statistics of t.he source S. The corresponding unit is called a bit. Observe that if S has only
two symbols, then

H (S) = -.!.log2 2 +~ log2 2 = 1 bit
2 2

Thus, one bit is like the ent.ropy of nipping an ideal coin once. There will be onJy two concrete results
whefuer tailor head. The uncertainty of what will happen next, is entropy main dealing focus. Let say,
we flip the coin but this time WE: flip it twice. The concrete results will increase due to the increasing
level of uncertainty of what will happen from the first time flip till the second time flip. The result will
be among 4 concrete results: he(ld and head, head and tail, tail and head or tail and tail. The first time
flip of coin is like bincuy bit cas.;;, it will be whether 0 bit or 1 bit. The sequence of first time ilip and
second timc flip is similar to sequence of binary bit..

When ent ropy is adopted as meawre of in formation, it does not include semantic and pragmatic aspects
of informat.ion. But when it com::s t.o deal with structural (syntactic) aspects of systems, it can be used
for measuring the degree of const.raint among variables of interest, thus comprising a powerful tool for
dealing with systems problems slIch as systems modeling, analysis or design.

Assuming a communication sy~;tem like Figure 1, where a message is intend to be transmitting.
Ent.ropy of the message basica lly wi II be high due to less information of the noise in the system and thc
entropy of t.he noise will bc low. During the transmission proccss, the entropy of the message will
slowly decrease when the real picture of the noise becoming clearly than before which then effect the
entropy of fue noise becoming high. This is the kind of reliable system that we want based on ent.ropy
measuremcnt.
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Figure 4: Molecule based on velocity level

CONCLUSION

Entropy is a reliable measurement for uncertainty and information. The usage of entropy is widely in
several kinds of areas including communication area and thermodynamic area. As presented, entropy
usually been used to modeling a real or future system in form of mathematical figun:s. By using
entropy measurement can solve a lot of problems and systems. Although it is reliable m~aSUTe but it
still cannot completely or fully mimic the real situation. Especially, in the case of linguistic
measurement or emotion detection, a subjective kind of matter, it is difficult for entropy t3 model it if
just based on the information. In other word, it opens several research opportunities. More research has
to be done in utilizing entropy usage not just to explore its potential research in communication area
but also in information, communication and technology (lCT) area. For example in security area,
currently the issue of verification and recognition of speech or speaker not fully solve by lIsing speech
recognition system only. Such measurement is mainly intended to improve the performance and
reliability of the system. Application of entropy in recognition system seems to be very promising in
analyzi ng the effect of noise that occur and improving the reliability of the recognition result.
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